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Barcode Xpress
1D and 2D barcode recognition SDK

FormFix
structured forms processing 
and OMR SDK 

FormSuite Pricing Bundle
a forms application development suite that includes the FormFix & SmartZone ICR/OCR SDKs

ImageGear
multi-platform document, medical, 
and photo imaging SDK  

ImageTransport MD
DICOM Communications SDK 

ImagXpress
speed-optimized document 
and photo imaging SDK  

ISIS Xpress
high-speed ISIS scanning SDK  

MICR Xpress
MICR recognition SDK for check 
processing applications   

NetVue
browser-based client/server 
document viewer 

PDF Xpress
high-level PDF and PDF/A SDK  

PICTools
image compression & editing SDK; 
low-level and multi-platform   

PICVideo
the fastest video codec 

Prizm Viewer
browser-based, client side image viewer    

ScanFix Xpress
superior scanned image cleanup SDK    

SmartZone ICR/OCR
text & handprint recognition SDK     

.NET
ASP.NET
.NET Compact Framework
ActiveX

  JAVA 
  JAVA ME
  UNIX / LINUX
  Silverlight

  Windows
  DLL
  WPF

the world’s largest provider of imaging SDKs and viewers

download trial SDKs at accusoft.com



create & recognize 
barcodes
Barcode Xpress

ScanFix Xpress
PICTools
ImagXpress 

ImageGear 
MICR Xpress 

SmartZone

download trial SDKs at accusoft.com

control TWAIN & ISIS 
scanners
ImageGear
ImagXpress

ISIS Xpress

convert & compress 
multi-page documents

ImageGear
ImagXpress

PDF Xpress
PICTools

full-page & zonal 
OCR, ICR & MICR

clean up bitonal & 
color images

view & annotate 
documents
ImageGear
ImagXpress
NetVue

Prizm Viewer
PICTools

FormFix

identify, align & 
drop out forms

Whether you’re building new applications or enhancing existing workflows, our SDKs get 
you there faster. We deliver superior imaging functions for your applications. Our engi-
neers are constantly pioneering advancements and refining solutions for scanning, image 
conversion and cleanup, forms processing, recognition of text and barcodes, and other 
image processing functions.

Our SDKs are available for multiple development environments on multiple platforms. Plus 
we give you free, unlimited trial downloads and very generous support from our in-house 
software engineers.

Accusoft Pegasus has your back with reliable code that always delivers. Image on.

your single source for
imaging SDKs and viewers

Scan, view, convert, enhance, process forms – anything that can be done with a document image can probably be 
done faster and better using industry-leading Accusoft Pegasus SDKs. When you’re looking for imaging software 
development kits to build document imaging, forms processing, or 
enterprise content management applications, start here. 

[ forms processing ]

[ compression ]

[ medical DICOM ]
[ editing / cleanup ]

[ barcode ]

[ OCR ]

[ PDF ]

[ scanning ]

[ viewing ]

Gain complete control over high-speed scanning processes. 
Control almost any scanner’s user interface, support bitonal 
and color scanning, and easily add support for multi-stream-
ing, duplex modes, and device negotiation. SDKs are avail-
able for both TWAIN and ISIS. 

Accusoft Pegasus delivers optimized, standards-based com-
pression technologies, including TIFF, PDF, PDF/A, JBIG2, 
JPEG 2000, JPEG, and more. Our libraries give you faster 
compression/decompression and higher-quality images, 
with unmatched support and continuous improvement. Com-
pression SDKs are available across multiple environments 
and platforms.

Incorporate PDF and PDF/A support into your applications. 
Easily create searchable text PDFs from scanned TIFFs. View 
PDF files, create new PDF documents, modify and reorganize 
existing PDF documents, edit metadata, add bookmarks, 
and more.

Improve content recognition results, on bitonal on color im-
ages, by adding the most powerful document image cleanup 
available to your application. Advanced document image 
cleanup features include binarization, anti-aliasing, line re-
moval, despeckle, deskew, and more. 

Scan in forms, enhance and clean up scanned images,  match 
scanned forms to those in your master form library, clip fields 
of hand-printed or typed text, check marks, or bubble marks, 
drop out the form background, perform OCR, ICR, or OMR, 
and pass it on to your document processing application.
 

Recognize and extract content from scanned docu-
ments. Easily add accurate machine-print and hand-
print recognition, including OCR, ICR, OMR, and MICR, 
to your applications. Accurate zonal text recognition 
and pattern-matching excel with forms processing. 
Powerful full-page OCR enables document indexing, 
archiving, and e-discovery.

Add high-speed and accurate barcode recognition and cre-
ation to document scanning, processing, indexing, and ar-
chiving applications. Read and write 1D barcodes, including 
4-state postal codes, and take advantage of support for 2D 
barcodes, including QR Code, PDF417, Datamatrix, and Aztec.

Browser-based viewing solutions and SDKs offer extensive 
customization capabilities and superior speed and features. 
Deliver document images from your ECM or DMS solution to 
end users via the Web and include annotation tools for col-
laboration. We support TIFF, PDF, JPEG, JPEG 2000, and 
much more.

With full support for the DICOM format, and access to the DI-
COM dataset, Accusoft Pegasus medical imaging SDKs have 
been leveraged for more than a decade to help build world-
class healthcare applications, including PACS, teleradiology, 
ultrasound, and cardiology applications. They provide sup-
port for both lossy and lossless DICOM-compliant formats, 
including 8-bit through 16-bit grayscale.


